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Here are (maybe too many) questions to get you thinking. Do not ask them all in onesitting! In 
general when asking about a particular procedure or intervention, you want to findout what the 
reason for the procedure is, what the potential harms and benefits are, what thealternatives are, and 
what the risks and benefits to the alternatives are (including thealternative of doing nothing). 
Remember to use your BRAIN: benefits, risks, alternatives, instinct/intuition, now? nothing?. Make sure 
you get clear, direct answers. If you ask thequestion “how often do you perform X procedure?” and 
you get the answer “only when it isnecessary,” be sure to follow up by asking, “Under what conditions 
do you find that it isnecessary? And what percentage of the time do you perform ______ ?” It’s a good 
idea to writedown all the answers and then, in order to figure out whether the results were “good” or 
“bad”look up information on the relevant topic. One great resource is EvidenceBasedBirth.com.Also 
remember, your caregiver (midwife or MD) may have certain policies, whereas thehospital may have 
stricter other ones – find out information regarding both your caregiver andthe hospital.

QUESTIONS 
TO ASK YOUR
PROVIDER

What is the likelihood that my caregiver will 
attend my birth? Who else may attendinstead?


How do you feel about me working with a doula?


What is your rate of unmedicated births? 
(no-epidural?) What do you generallyrecommend 
regarding pain management in labor? Do you 
offer Nitrous Oxide? If no, whynot?


Under what condition will I not be allowed to eat 
and drink? How strict is this policy?


Under what conditions will my movement be 
restricted?


Under what circumstances will I be expected to 
use external fetal monitors, as opposed tobeing 
monitored with a hand held doppler? If I must use 
EFM, can I use it intermittently (20minutes out of 
every hour) instead of continuously? Or is a 
telemetry unit (cordless/portable) available for me 
to use? Under what circumstances would you 
suggest using aninternal EFM and/or intrauterine 
pressure catheter?


Under what circumstances will you suggest 
induction of labor? Do you suggest thisroutinely 
even if the baby is showing no signs of a problem 
at 40 weeks? 41 weeks? 42weeks?


Can I choose to not receive weight + size estimates 
of my baby?


Can I choose to not receive vaginal exams at the 
end of pregnancy?

What is your cesarean rate? What are the most 
common reasons that you perform acesarean? 
What is the hospital’s cesarean rate?


Do you offer Family-Centered or Gentle 
Cesareans? If no, why not?


What is the hospital policy on rooming-in? 
When would my baby be brought to a 
nurseryby default, and I can choose to keep the 
baby with me instead?
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Do you have a birth ball available or should I bring 
my own?


Do you have a have birthing bar / squat bar 
available (to be placed over the bed to holdonto 
during pushing)?


Is there a shower or tub available that I can labor 
in? Under what circumstances will I notbe 
allowed to labor in water?


What kind of breastfeeding support is available to 
me at the hospital?


Are private postpartum rooms available? What is 
the additional fee? Will my partner beable to stay 
with me in a semi-private room? Under what 
conditions will s/he be asked toleave?

Will you expect me to follow directed pushing 
or support me in pushing in my own waywhen 
I feel the urge? How often do you support 
women through spontaneous pushing?


What positions will you be ok with me pushing 
in? Are there any positions that you are 
notcomfortable with?


How long are you comfortable with the pushing 
stage lasting without intervening(episiotomy, 
forceps, vacuum, or cesarean), assuming the 
baby is not in trouble?


What methods will you use to protect my 
perineum or help me push?


Under what circumstances would you perform 
an episiotomy?


Can my partner catch the baby (or help catch 
the baby) if there are no problems thatrequire 
you to intervene?

Which drugs do you normally use for induction 
and what are their risks and benefits,including 
the risks and benefits of waiting for labor to begin 
on its own? If you typically usecytotec, why, and is 
cervidil available as an alternative?


If my bag of water breaks before labor begins (and 
I am not GBS positive) – how long doyou feel 
comfortable with your patients waiting for labor 
to start on its own before yousuggest 
inducing/augmenting labor? What if I do have 
GBS?

Do you routinely artificially rupture 
membranes (AROM)? What percentage of the 
timedo you perform AROM? 


Do you routinely use IV fluids for laboring 
women? If so, can I ask to not receive an 
IVunless there is a medical necessity and I am 
consulted first? If an IV is necessary can it 
bedisconnected (hep-lock only) when 
medication is not being given?


How often during a typical labor do you 
perform vaginal exams? To what extent is 
itpossible to limit the number of vaginal exams 
I receive during labor?

Under what circumstances would you suggest 
augmenting my labor with drugs such 
aspitocin? Would you suggest it for prolonged 
labor even if baby is doing ok and labor isnot 
stalled? If labor is slow stalled what other 
alternatives would you suggest 
beforeaugmenting pharmacologically? How 
long will do you feel comfortable 
waiting/tryingalternatives before augmenting?

Questions regarding 
services/supplies 
available at the hospital:

Questions regarding 
the pushing phase:

Questions regarding 
PROM + Induction:

Questions 
regarding LABOR:
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What procedures will routinely be performed on 
my baby after s/he is born (e.g.,bathing, vitamin K 
shot, antibiotics in eyes, weighing, footprints, bulb 
syringe suctioning,etc)? What are the purposes, 
risks, and benefits of each of these? Which are 
optional (e.g.,bathing) and which can we delay 
(for how long)?


Are you willing to do most procedures after birth 
with the baby on me? Which routineprocedures 
will require you to take the baby away?


Are you willing to delay cord clamping until it 
stops pulsing?


Would my baby ever be fed formula or sugar 
water without my first giving consent? Ifthere is a 
medical reason for increased calories or sugar, can 
I express some colostrum/milk to be fed by spoon, 
cup or syringe instead of formula?


If the baby has problems and needs special care is 
“kangaroo care” possible (baby staysin room with 
mother receiving mother’s body heat - its even 
possible for tube feedings,respirators, etc)? If it is, 
under what circumstances would it be 
impossible?

Under what circumstance can I have TWO 
people supporting me in the OR? (Partner 
+Doula?)


Can my baby be placed on my chest (being 
held/supported by me or my partner) as soonas 
possible after birth assuming there are no 
problems? (You may need to ask that thedrape 
be placed below your breasts while preparing 
for surgery in order to accommodatethis).


Can my baby stay with me (with the help of my 
husband/partner) while I’m recoveringinstead 
of going to the nursery (as long as everything is 
normal)?


If the baby cannot stay with me, can my partner 
do skin-to-skin time with the baby insteadof 
going to the nursery?


Is patient controlled pain medication available 
for managing post-surgery pain?

What can I expect from you in the days and weeks 
following labor? Do you haverecommendations for 
breastfeeding support, pelvic floor physical therapy, 
postnataldepression and anxiety?

Questions regarding 
the time immediately 
following the birth:

Questions regarding 
cesarean surgery:

Questions regarding 
after-care:
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